
Emailed Letter to Current and Likely Republican Party Candidates for Ottawa County 

Board of Commissioners: 

 

Dear xxx: 

The SaveTheCampbell.com effort is making good and steady progress towards our goal of 

12,000+ petition signers to put the charter question on the ballot as the means to stop the 2025 

closure of the county Campbell plant which provides electric for 1 million regional residents. A 

county charter will allow the county to gain local control and stop the closure and demolition of 

the Campbell plant, as well as provide other local control benefits.  

It is also our goal to have a Republican candidate for County commissioner in every district who 

supports the “Save The Campbell” Plan and the Home Rule County Charter Consistent with the 

USA’s Founding Christian Constitutional Principles. This is important for several reasons: 

 We need a Board supportive of our efforts to thwart the imposed tyranny of the 

Biden/Whitmer/etc. regime, including on the issue of the Campbell plant (for example, 

we need help in stopping or at least slowing down their plans by legal action even as we 

implement a charter county which will place the Campbell plant in an electric 

cooperative). 

 As a backstop to getting the charter county on the ballot (a majority of the Board may 

accomplish in getting the charter question on the ballot, which is much simpler than the 

petition process). 

 We need County leaders supportive of thwarting the imposition of tyranny on energy 

policy as well as a number of other issues which our proposed county charter addresses. 

Here are just some of the tyrannical Biden/Whitmer/etc. impositions which the proposed charter 

works to thwart: 

 An energy policy which destroys reliable, affordable, environmental electric  

 An open borders policy which erodes our national sovereignty and moves us towards 

globalist Marxism 

 An anti-life policy which legalizes and promotes murder of humans 

 A marriage and sex policy which overthrows the Biblical definition of marriage and 

promotes the LGBTQ agenda 

 An election policy which undermines election integrity 

Regarding energy policy, our electric grid operator MISO warns us that their plan in 2025 starts 

to make our regional electric grid unreliable and it gets progressively worse in the years 

following as they get deeper into their program of converting us over to solar panels as a base. 

Even if in 2025 the problems are minor, there is good reason to believe in the years thereafter 
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things will get much worse.  But by then they will have demolished the Campbell plant, and as a 

county we will be in a weak position to do anything about it. Now is the time to stop the 

misguided Biden/Whitmer/etc. energy plan before the Campbell plant is closed and demolished.  

There have been various objections to our plan, and those are addressed here. 

With that background, we are asking all current and likely Republican Party candidates for 

Ottawa County Board of Commissioners to provide us in writing your view of the “Save The 

Campbell” Plan and the Home Rule County Charter Consistent with the USA’s Founding 

Christian Constitutional Principles. I would request you email to me at 

joseph.mccarter@gmail.com your view as soon as possible. 

Thanks for your assistance in this matter! 

Sincerely, 

 

Joseph Parnell McCarter 

SaveTheCampbell.com  
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